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• Applicant: Axel Brandenburg 

• Name of code: Pencil Code

• Scientific/technical area: CFD

• Programming: Fortran with MPI parallelisation

• Platform: MareNostrum4
– 2x 24 core Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 24C at base frequency of 2.1 GHz

• Scale: 1 to 8 nodes for strong scaling; 1 to 5 for weak scaling

• POP collected the performance data, code has been compiled with INTEL 
compiler 2017.4 and INTEL MPI

• Tools used: Extrae 3.8 & Paraver 4.8

• Input test case is named: helical-MHDturb-nopart
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Background
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• Number of iterations = 10

• Output intervals is every 5 iterations

• Grid size for weak scaling:
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Set-up and Compiler flags
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nxgrid nygrid nzgrid Nodes (cpu)

192 192 192 1 (48)

384 192 192 2 (96)

384 384 144 3 (144)

384 384 192 4 (192)

384 384 240 5 (240)

• Flags:

FFLAGS = -implicitnone -g -O2 

FFLAGS_DOUBLE = -r8

LDFLAGS = -Bdynamic

FSTD_95 = -std95

FSTD_2003 = -std03

● Grid size for strong scaling:

nxgrid=384,

nygrid=384,

nzgrid=384



Application Structure
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Application Structure

FinalizationInitialization phase
Iteration Stage
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The Region of Interest (RoI) for this Assessment is the Iteration Stage.
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POP Metrics Terminology - 1
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1. Global efficiency = parallel efficiency * computational scaling

2. Parallel efficiency = average (useful computation) / runtime
- If the code is perfectly parallelised → runtime = average (useful computation)

        - Useful computation excludes time within MPI

3. Load Balance = average (useful computation) / maximum (useful computation)

4. Communication efficiency = maximum (useful computation) / runtime
- If time overhead of MPI = 0 → runtime = maximum (useful computation)

5. Transfer efficiency = ideal runtime / runtime
- Assuming infinite bandwidth and zero latency network
- Time spent during data transfer and synchronisation to occur
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POP Metrics Terminology - 2
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6. Serialisation efficiency = remaining cost of MPI
- Time spent waiting idle for other MPI ranks to end/start communicate

 

7. Computational scaling = Instruction scaling * IPC scaling * Frequency scaling.
- Sum of time in Useful computation only (i.e.: excluding time in MPI) relative to the reference;

 
IPC scaling = it compares IPC to the reference;

Instruction scaling = ratio of total number of useful instructions for a reference 
                                       case (e.g., 1 processor) compared to values when 
                                       Increasing the numbers of processes.

Frequency Efficiency = ratio of processor frequencies for a reference case 
                                            compared to values when increasing the  number of
                                            Processes.   
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Scaling Plot
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POP Metrics: strong scaling - 1
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Number of Nodes

Average IPC 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.2

Frequency [GHz] 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.6

The POP Metrics are 
expressed as percentage. 

Values higher than 80% 
can be considered good 
efficiency.
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POP Metrics: strong scaling - 2
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The Global efficiency metric drops to less then 50% on 8 nodes, the reason for this is that small 
contributions from different metrics  add up:

1.  Despite Transfer, Serialization and Load balance efficiency metrics taken alone are very high 
            (>90%), due to the multiplicative nature of the metrics the resulting Parallel efficiency is 
            sub-optimal (<80%);

2.  Despite Instruction and Frequency scalability are high (>90%), the sub-optimal value for the IPC 
            (<80%) affects the Computational Scaling;

       3. Fixing the IPC to 100% only boosts Global efficiency to 63%, an improvement of only 17%. Same
    if we fix Transfer, Serialization and Load balance to 98%, the Global efficiency only 

           boost to 56%, an improvement of less than 10%.

       4. A trend in the average value of IPC can be observed while increasing the number of Nodes; 
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1 Node

8 Nodes

High L3 
Misses

High L3 
Misses

Low L3 
Misses

Low IPC

Low IPC

High IPC

User’s
function

User’s
function

L3 cache misses relates to poor IPC & MPI calls

Zoom for a segment of one iteration in the RoI. 
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User’s
function

User’s
function

L3 cache misses relates to poor IPC & MPI calls

Inside the RoI, with increasing number of nodes, is it possible to observe a trend for the IPC, MPI calls, and 
L3 cache missees:

1.  regions with high IPC are replaced by regions with low IPC ;

2.  regions with high L3 cache misses are observed;

       3. MPI_Barrier and MPI_Isend time increase;

       4. High L3 cache misses regions correlates with low IPC regions;

5. User’s function are responsible for part of the high L3 cache misses observed.

The timeline in Page-10 is a fraction of one iteration, corresponding to 5% of the total run-time of the RoI. 
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POP Metrics: weak scaling - 1
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Number of Nodes

Average IPC 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.2

Frequency [GHz] 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7
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POP Metrics: weak scaling - 2
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The Global efficiency metric drops to less then 60% on 5 nodes, the reason for this is that small 
contributions from different metrics  add up:

1.  Similar pattern for Transfer, Serialization and Load balance efficiency metrics as for the Strong 
            scaling case, but now more severe: on 5 nodes Parallel efficiency for the weak scaling is lower than
            the one on 8 Nodes for the strong scaling;

2.  Similar pattern for Computational Scalability:
● Instruction and Frequency scalability are high (>90%);
● Sub-optimal value for the IPC;

       3. As for the strong scaling tests, by fixing the IPC to 100% or the Transfer, Serialization and Load 
           balance to 98%, will improve the Global Efficiency by less than 20%;

       4. A trend in the average value of IPC can be observed while increasing the number of Nodes; 
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- Zoom in the RoI (corresponding to approximately 20% of time for an iteration), a part of 
one iteration, shows a pattern of calls which is similar among all the nodes (left plot for 4 
nodes, right plot for 5 nodes);

- In next slides I focus on this zoomed part of the RoI, corresponding to the beginning of 
an iteration step;

- The higher the number of nodes, the longer the Group communication time

Pattern inside the Region of Interest (RoI)
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- Zoom in the Region of Interest (corresponding to approximately 20% of time for an 
iteration) shows a relation between IPC (instruction per cycle), on the left plot, and 
the MPI calls, on the right plot;

- MPI related calls have usually low IPC;

- The region outside MPIs also show low IPC. 

Poor IPC in user’s functions
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POP metrics: summary of observation
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 1. For both strong and weak scaling, the Global efficiency for the RoI drops down with increasing 
number of nodes, to less than 60% on 5 Nodes for weak scaling, and to less than 50% on 8 Nodes 
for the strong scaling;

 2. Parallel efficiency slightly drops for higher number of nodes (76% for the RoI):
● Transfer and Serialisation efficiencies are very high metric;
● Load balance is also very good (>90%);

 3. Computational Scaling is the main source of poor Global efficiency (<80% on 4 and more nodes):
● Poor IPC scaling (moderately high average IPC): may be related to processors waiting for data from memory;
● Even if low IPC for specific functions (e.g.: compute_mr_recv) has been observed, this is not a problem due to

the low impact on the overall calculation;

 4. L3 cache misses related with low Instruction per Cycle (IPC) calls;

 5. Single POP metrics are good but each of them have a source of inefficiency that impact the 
overall Global efficiency;

6. Frequency scalability slightly drops when increasing number of nodes;  
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Recommendations
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● Investigate the reason for L3 cache missing may slightly improve the Global efficiency;

● Investigate the impact of different distribution of grid points on the Global efficiency; 

●  Follow up POP assessment to isolate the function(s) responsible for the low IPC and identify the 
causes for it;

● VTune profiler tool showed low levels of vectorisation which may be investigated in details; 

● Follow up POP assessment to check for the optimal/worst grid distribution’s impact on Global 
efficiency and sub-metrics;
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Contact:
https://www.pop-coe.eu
mailto:pop@bsc.es@POP_HPC

This project has received funding from the European Union‘s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under 
grant agreement No 676553 and 824080. 

Performance Optimisation and Productivity
A Centre of Excellence in HPC
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